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The Recent Baking Method of Italian Panettone
Tatsuo Kai*，Kaori Furukawa*
︿SUMMARY﹀
　　Panettone is a sweet bread made with natural yeast and developed in Milan, and it is eaten 
mainly now in the Christmas season. Raisin and dried fruits, such as orange or lemon preserved in 
sugar are fully kneaded into the dough and they feature in panettone. An industrial pure culture 
of the micro-organisms used for producing panettone has circulated in the market, and it became 
difficult recently in Italy to find the panettone that was made by means of the traditional method 
using an inherited so-called natural yeast. The manufacturing method of traditional panettone varies 
among each home and craftsman, but each regards the mother dough as important and it is very 
rare to see that they tell another person the method of the creating and inheriting the mother dough 
and its baking method, or that they hand the mother dough over. In this respect, the mother dough 
of panettone, is in a position similar to salted rice-bran paste in Japan. Therefore, it is difficult to 
find how the panettone that was manufactured with traditional method is performed in current Italy. 
Because a traditional baking method of panettone was shown by the goodwill of a certain bakery 
storekeeper in the Milan suburbs, I report the investigation contents here.
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